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Showing your client the flexibility of a whole life policy is powerful and a picture can be worth a thousand words. 
With Coverpath’s Visual Sales Tool you can now generate easy-to-read illustrations that show the impact to 
policy values if your client accessed their cash value.*

Benefits 
 ʺ Generate easy-to-read illustrations

 ʺ Show how cash value can create an income stream and create an income solve to help with any 
financial need, such as to help supplement retirement income 

 ʺ Differentiate whole life from term by showing the power of cash value

1. Enter client information

2. Generate visual illustration 

3. Share with clients

*Distributions under the policy (including cash dividends and partial/full surrenders) are not subject to taxation up to the 
amount paid into the policy (cost basis). If the policy is a Modified Endowment Contract, policy loans and/or distributions 
are taxable to the extent of gain and are subject to a 10 percent tax penalty if the policyowner is under age 59½.  Access 
to cash values through borrowing or partial surrenders will reduce the policy’s cash value and death benefit, increase the 
chance the policy will lapse, and may result in a tax liability if the policy terminates before the death of the insured.

Coming Soon!
 ʺ Proxy access
 ʺ Prepopulate quote page with client information 

from the illustrations tab
 ʺ Download the graph
 ʺ Individually run loans or surrenders
 ʺ Solve for an amount other than max income
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